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A Framework of L-HC and AM-MKF for Accurate
Harmonic Supportive Control Schemes
Nishant Kumar, Member IEEE, Bhim Singh, Fellow IEEE, Jihong Wang, Senior Member IEEE, and Bijaya Ketan
Panigrahi, Senior Member IEEE
Abstract— In this paper, an enhanced optimal control technique
based on adaptive Maximize-M Kalman filter (AM-MKF) is used.
To maximize power extraction from solar PV (Photovoltaic)
panel, a learning-based hill climbing (L-HC) algorithm is
implemented for a grid integrated solar PV system. For the
testing, a three-phase system configuration based on 2-stage
topology, and the deployed load on a common connection point
(CCP) are considered. The L-HC MPPT algorithm is the modified
version of HC (Hill Climbing) algorithm, where issues like,
oscillation in steady-state condition and, slow response during
dynamic change condition are mitigated. The AM-MKF is an
advanced version of KF (Kalman Filter), where for optimal
estimation in KF, an AM-M (Adaptive Maximize-M) concept is
integrated. The key objective of the novel control strategy is to
extract maximum power from the solar panel and to meet the
demand of the load. After satisfying the load demand, the rest
power is transferred to the grid. However, in the nighttime, the
system is used for reactive power support, which mode of
operation is known as a DSTATCOM (Distribution Static
Compensator). The capability of developed control strategies, is
proven through testing on a prototype. During experimentation,
different adverse grid conditions, unbalanced load situation and
variable solar insolation are considered. In these situations, the
satisfactory performances of control techniques prove the
effectiveness of the developed control strategy.
Index Terms—Solar PV Generation, Power Quality, Grid-Tied
System, Adaptive Maximize-M Kalman Filter, DSTATCOM.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE significant technological improvement has reduced
the cost of the solar PV (Photovoltaic) array system [1][3]. Moreover, the static structure and pollution-free operation
of SECS (Solar Energy Conversion System) show the
suitability for small-scale to large-scale PV generation.
Therefore, today SECS is highly popular [3]-[6]. However, the
P-V (power-voltage) characteristic of a solar PV array is highly
nonlinear, which shows the necessity of an advanced control
technique. In general, the complexity of the control technique
depends on topology and the number of assigned tasks. In this
work, for power conversion, a topology of two-stage is
considered, wherein its first stage, the maximum power is
extracted from the panel [7], and in its 2nd stage, extracted DC
solar power is changed in the form of AC, for feeding AC load
and rest power is fed to the grid. In this task, the key objectives
are MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking) for which a DCDC converter is used, and the conversion from DC to AC, a
voltage source converter (VSC) is used [8].

A literature survey on VSC control shows that several new
algorithms are developed for reliable and robust operation.
However, every control strategy has some merits and demerits,
such as discrete Fourier transform-based control performs well
in grid voltage distorted condition, but in a case of frequency
variation, it suffers from an error during synchronization.
Similarly, an adaptive notch filter [9] based control technique
accurately estimates synchronizing frequency in the variable
frequency situation, but its transient performance is poor.
Kalman filter (KF) [10] based control technique gives a good
performance during the transient condition, but its selection of
convergence matrix is difficult. The weight least estimation
technique [11] is free from algorithm parameter selection, but
here high computational complexity is the main issue [12].
Some recently proposed techniques are space vector filter
(SVF), multiple reference frames (MRF), moving average filter
(MAF) [13], orthogonal component (OC), Butterworth
bandpass filter (BBF) [14], least mean error based algorithm
[15]-[17] etc. SVF control strategy performs very well in
severe harmonics problem, and phase unbalance situation.
However, similar to a discrete Fourier transform-based control,
in a case of frequency variation, it suffers from an error during
synchronization. BBF and MAF based control techniques
perform very well in a steady-state condition. However, due to
the high order of transfer function, its dynamic performance is
poor. MRF and OC perform well in normal condition.
However, during severe harmonics penetration in grid voltage,
it is unable to generate accurate grid reference currents.
Therefore, in this paper, a novel AM-MKF (Adaptive
Maximize-M KF) based control technique is developed for
VSC control. This AM-MKF is an enhanced form of KF [18],
where an AM-M (Adaptive Maximize-M) concept is used to
enhance the estimation and filtering accuracy. The capability of
developed AM-MKF control strategy is proven through testing
on a prototype. During testing, different adverse grid
conditions, unbalanced loads and variable solar insolation are
considered. In these situations, satisfactory performances of
control prove the motive of the developed control strategy.
The DC-DC converter is used for MPPT, which forces SECS
to operate at MPP. A review of MPPT algorithms depicts that
the most popular techniques are ‘perturb and observe’ (P&O)
[19] and ‘incremental conductance’ (InC) [20].The problems
with these techniques are oscillations in a steady-state
condition and deviation during dynamic change condition.
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Fig.1 Three-Phase Two-Stage Grid-tied Solar PV system.

Some recently proposed techniques are, improved P&O [21]
and modified InC [22], where the adaptive step-size concept is
used. The issues with these techniques are, due to small step
change, the oscillations in steady-state condition are less.
However, in dynamics, it takes a longer time to reach the new
MPP location. If a step change is increased, then algorithms
performances are very good during the dynamics. However,
large step-change creates oscillations in the steady-state
condition. Therefore, these improvements are not upto the
mark. For resolving all these above problems, in this work, the
L-HC (Learning-based Hill Climbing) maximum power
extraction algorithm is developed. The L-HC algorithm is the
modified version of HC (Hill Climbing [23]) algorithm, where
issues like, oscillations in steady-state condition and, slow
response during dynamics are mitigated. The performance of
the developed L-HC MPPT algorithm is proved through testing
on a prototype. During experimentation, different types of solar
irradiation changes are considered.

In the first section, the boost converter is operated for MPPT,
which is controlled by L-HC algorithm. In this algorithm, the
reference voltage (Vref) is estimated. By using Vref, β (duty
cycle) is calculated for the boost converter, which forces SECS
to operate at MPP. β is calculated as,

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The switching signal (SB) is generated through, comparing β
with a show-tooth wave. Adaptive VDCref is calculated [24] as,

The configuration of three-phase two-stage grid-integrated
SECS is illustrated in Fig.1. In this configuration, a boost
converter is used for MPPT, which is controlled by L-HC
MPPT algorithm. Using VSC, the generated PV power is
converted into AC, where VSC is controlled by using AMMKF based control. The output of VSC is connected on CCP
(Common Connection Point) through interfacing inductor (Lin,
Rin). On CCP, loads and grid are also connected. For removing
switching ripples of VSC, a ripple filter is used (Rfl, Cfl) [24],
which is also connected on CCP. The behavior of the system is
based on the UPF (Unity power factor) operation. Moreover, in
the nighttime, the system behavior is based on DSTATCOM
operation. The used circuit parameters are given in Table-I.
III. CONTROL APPROACH
The control scheme of grid integrated SECS is shown in Fig.2.
Here, a complete control scheme is divided into 2 sections.

 = 1−

Vref

(1)

VDCref

Where VDCref is DC-link reference voltage.
TABLE I
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS
Parameter
Values
Parameter
Voc at irradiance 1000W/m2
400V
Rfl
Isc at irradiance 1000W/m2
14A
v
Pload
1.24kW
Ns
va
180V
€
f
50Hz
dbase
Lin
5mH
α
Cfl
10μF
h

VDCref =

3    Vx

Values
10Ω
5
20000
40×ω0
0.01
1
1.1

(2)

Where, Vx is grid voltage amplitude, and the component of loss
compensation is  .
At CCP, two-line grid voltages (vsab, vsbc) are sensed, and
filtered using a decoupled bandpass filter. After this, the threephase grid voltages (va, vb, vc) are calculated as [25],
 va 
2
 v  = 1  −1
 b 3


 vc 

 −1

1 
 vsab 
1 
 v 
 sbc 
−2 


(3)

The Vx is derived as,
2
( va 2 + vb 2 + vc 2 )
3
In-phase unit-templates (upa, upb, upc) are calculated as,
Vx =

u pa =

va
,
Vx

u pb =

vb
,
Vx

u pc =

vc
,
Vx

(4)

(5)
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For improving the dynamic performances of AM-MKF control
algorithm, the impact of the instantaneous change in SECS on
the grid currents, is considered by using a component of
dynamic reflection of SECS (IDpv) [24]. IDpv is derived as,

I Dpv =

Vx

n

 DC (n + 1) = GP1edc ( n) + GI 1 0




edc (n) dn 


(7)

Where, eDC is the DC-link error, and the DC loss component is
βDC. GI1 and GP1 are PI controller integral and proportional
gains, respectively.
Since loads are may be highly nonlinear, which consist of huge
harmonic contents and shapes are close to quasi-square.
Therefore, for deciding the active load power components (iloa,
ilob, iloc), the load currents (iLa, iLb, iLc) are filtered by AM-MKF,
which extract in-phase fundamental components (ka’, kb’, kc’),
quadrature components (ka”, kb”, kc”) and estimate
fundamental frequency (Cf).
 ka' ka" C f  = f AMUKF (i La ) 


(8)
 kb' kb" C f  = f AMUKF (i Lb ) 

 kc' kc" C f  = f AMUKF (i Lc ) 

By using ka’, kb’, kc’ and ka”, kb”, kc”, the amplitudes (Aa, Ab,
Ac) of FCs (fundamental components) are calculated as,
Ab =

kb ' 2 + kb " 2

Ac =

kc ' 2 + kc " 2









(9)
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Aa, Ab, and Ac are amplified by using Cf.
After it, the moving average filter (MAF) is used for estimation
of active load power components (iloa, ilob, iloc). In MAF, the
instantaneous value of the signal is calculated through the
differences of integrated signal and Ns-step (Ns=fs/Cf) delayed
of integrated signal, where the sampling frequency is fs.
A component (ξp) of active load current is derived as,
1
(10)
 = (i + i + i )
3

β

SB

(6)

eDC ( n) = VDCref ( n) − VDC (n)

ka ' 2 + ka " 2

Comparator

VDCref

3Vx
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Vref
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(a)

2 Ppv

For maintaining the required voltage on the DC link, the DC
link voltage error is calculated and, it is minimized by PI
(Proportional Integral) controller, which is derived as,

p

IPV
VPV

loc

The equivalent component (Φp) of total loss is derived as,
(11)
 p =  DC +  p − I Dpv
The grid current references (iga*, igb*, igc*) are generated as,
*

iga
= u pa   p

*
(12)
igb = u pb   p

*

igc = u pc   p

By using hysteresis controller, the switching pulses of VSC (S1,
S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6) are produced, where the inputs are grid
currents (iga, igb, igc) and iga*, igb*, igc*.
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Fig.2 Control strategy for grid-tied SECS, (a) Control for boost converter, (b)
VSC control, (c) MAF, (d) decoupled bandpass filter and (e) hysteresis control.

A. Learning-based Hill Climbing (LHC) Algorithm
In learning-based hill climbing (L-HC) algorithm, the existing
issues of P&O [19] and InC [20] algorithms are resolved, such
as oscillation issues in steady-state condition as well as,
deviation and tracking duration related issues. In the literature,
few modified techniques are available, which partially solves
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these issues. In L-HC MPPT technique, all steady-state and
dynamic conditions related issues are resolved.
Start

if

V, V1, i, i1, D1, c1, dbn1, mb, nb, ub, lb, dbase and Din

ppv>=ub*p1pv
Or
ppv<=lb*p1pv

y<=10

dbn=dbase/2

Yes

No
y<=50

dbn=dbase

(ppv>p1pv) && (V>V1)
Or
(ppv<p1pv) && (V<V1)

No
Z=+1

dbn=dbase*2

if p pv  p1pv & & V  V 1

  Z = +1
(18)
if p pv  p1pv & & V  V 1
 D = D1 − Z  dbn
Else
 Z = −1 


No

No

,

 n = 0, dbn = dbn1/ 2 
 (17)
 n = mb, dbn = dbn1 

After it, the optimal value of dbn, is decided a new D (optimal
duty cycle) is derived as follows,

p − p1
dv = V − V1, di = i − i1, y = PV PV 100 , xx = mb − nb
p1PV

Yes

mb − nb == dbn1,
else

p1PV = V1 i1, pPV = V  i, dbp = p PV − p1PV ,

Yes

In the condition of steady-state, the sum of three values of β is
stored in ‘nb’, and the next sum of three values of β is stored in
‘mb’. Using ‘nb’ and ‘mb’, a range of duty-cycle (dbn) is
calculated as,

Yes
Z=-1

Where, p1pv, V1, and D1 are previous power, voltage and duty
cycle.
The performances of L-HC MPPT algorithm, in steady-state, as
well as dynamic condition, are shown in experimental results
(in the section- IV), which show oscillation free steady-state,
and quick dynamic change performances.

c=0, m=0, n=0
R=R1+Z×rn
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Or
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B. Adaptive Maximize-M Kalman Filter (AM-MKF)
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Fig.3 Flowchart of L-HC algorithm.

The flowchart of L-HC MPPT algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
The working strategy of L-HC algorithm is divided into two
sections, the first section handles steady-state related issues,
and the second section handles dynamics related issues.
In the first section, it detects the steady-state condition. After
that, the step size is decreased according to the optimal duty
cycle, which stops steady-state oscillation. In a second section,
the dynamic condition is detected, and accordingly, the step
size is increased. For condition detection, the envelop concept
is used. In every iteration, the upper (ub) and lower (lb) layers
are decided, which create power envelop. If generated solar
power is in between the layers, then the condition is the steadystate condition. Otherwise, the situation is dynamic change
condition. The ub and lb are derived as,

  Voc
ub = 100 +  
  1 − dbase



 100
 − Voc   V


mpp

 1

 100

(13)


  Voc 
 100  1
(14)
lb = 100 −  
 − Voc   V   100
1
−
d




base
mpp 

( ub  p1PV ) = pPV = ( lb  p1PV )  Steady StateCondition  (15)

else
 Dynamic Condition 

In a dynamic situation, the step change is derived as,
if = 10,
→ dn = dbase / 2
pPV − p1PV
100  if else = 50 → dn = d base
p1PV
else
→ dn = 2  d base







The developed AM-MKF is a hybrid form of ‘concept of
adaptive maximize-M’, ‘Kalman filter [10]’ and ‘iterative
particles update techniques’, which objective is FC extraction
from the load currents as well as from the grid voltages. In FC
extraction process, AM-MKF filters the harmonic components
and DC offset. In AM-MKF, Kalman filter estimates the FC
from the signal. The estimation error is calculated by adaptive
maximize-M technique, and it is minimized by ‘iterative
particles update techniques’. The mathematical process of AMMKF is described as follows.
In the derivation, the state-space model is derived [18] as,

ka (i +1)= g i ka (i)+Qi 

iLa (i)= hiT ka (i)+Oi 

Where, ka, iLa, i, Qi, gi, hi, and Oi are state vector, input signal,
sampling instant, process noise, state transition matrix,
measurement matrix and measured noise, respectively.
The estimated Qi is described as,
(20)
Qi = ka (i)- ka (i - 1)= Di  y(i)- hi ka (i)
Where, y(i) is input signal. Here, the load current is filtered by
using AM-MKF, so y(i) = [ iLa(i), iLb(i), iLc(i)].
The working process of AM-MKF is described in as follows.
❖ State vector ( ka (i +1) ) prediction

ka (i +1)= gi ka (i)

(21)

❖ Covariance matrix ( C i +1 ) prediction

C i+1 = gi Ci giT + qi
❖ Kalman gain matrix (Di)

(16)

(19)

(22)
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In AM-MKF, CM(i) is generated using estimated and
predicted data, where el(i) is the predefined value of maximum
error. CM(i) for CM(i) matrix is calculated as,

1/2π

Ci hiT × CM (i)
CM (i)× hi Ci hiT + q'

iLa

(24)

iLb

ka (i)= CM (i)×k a (i)+ Di y(i)- Di hi ×CM (i)×ka (i) (25)
❖ Covariance matrix (Ci)
Where, qi, T, I, and q’ indicate measurement noise, transpose
matrix, identity matrix and process noise covariance matrix,
respectively. the qi is derived as,
Q1 2
0 
(27)

qi = 
2
 0
Q2  
In this paper, AM-MKF is used for FC extraction from the load
currents and grid voltages. Here, the derivation for phase-a,
load current (iLa ) is given as follows.
The iLa is expressed as,
(28)
iLa = Li (i)sin ( ij(i)Rs +W )
Where, s and i are sampling time and an integer harmonic
component number. The instantaneous and initial phase angle
are represented as  and  0 . From (28), the in-phase (ka’)
component, and quadrature (ka”) component w.r.t. FC are
derived, which are as,

ka' (i)= Li (i)sin ( j(i)Rs +W0 ) 


"
ka (i)= Li (i)cos ( j(i)Rs +W0 ) 


(29)

Here, ka(i) = [k’(i) k”(i)]T is state vector. The predicted state
vector is generated as,

k a'(i +1)= k a'(i)cos ( j(i)Rs ) + k a"(i)sin ( j(i)Rs ) 
 (30)
ka"(i +1)= -k a'(i)sin ( j(i)Rs ) + k a"(i)cos ( j(i)Rs ) 
From (30), giLa is derived as,

 cos ( j(i)Rs )
giLa = 
-sin ( j(i)Rs )

sin ( j(i)Rs ) 

cos ( j(i)Rs ) 

+_

×

×

1, 0

(31)

Since, estimated and input voltage frequencies are equal, so hiLa
= [1 0]. The block diagram for load currents is shown in Fig.4.

+

Di

× × ×

Z-Ns

÷
ka (i)

+
Z −1

+_

×

×

1, 0

+

Di

k b (i)

(26)

∫

_+

ka (i)

❖ Estimation (ka(i)) update
In this process, CM(i) is used to enhance the updating
process, which reduces unnecessary damping in estimation
process. The ka(i) is derived as,

Ci = ( I - Di hi ) C i

€

φo

CM(i) is used in the derivation of conventional Kalman gain
matrix, which enhances the accuracy in the estimation process.
The modified Kalman gain matrix is derived as,

Di =

∫

k a (i + 1)

+
+

ka '(i+1) 


ka "(i+1)

kb (i)

+
Z −1

kb (i + 1)

(23)

 kb '(i+1) 


kb "(i+1)

(k

a

+
_

'(i) 2 + k a "(i) 2 )

Cf

ka' (i)

 ka '(i) 
k "(i) 
 a 

ka'' (i)

 cos( s ) sin ( s ) 


−sin ( s ) cos( s )
φ

kb' (i)

 kb '(i) 
k "(i) 
 b 

kb'' (i)

 cos( s ) sin ( s ) 


−sin ( s ) cos( s )
φ

iLc

+_

×
Di

×

+

kc (i)

+

1, 0
kc (i)

Z

−1

k c (i + 1)

1 if | ka (i) - ka (i)| Î max (| el (i)|) 
1£l £ J
CM (i)= 

0
Otherwise



Similarly, the basic equations of AM-MKF for phase-b, and
phase-c, the load currents are derived using (32)-(33).

 kc '(i+1) 


kc "(i+1)

 kc '(i) 
k "(i) 
 c 

kc' (i)
kc'' (i)

 cos( s ) sin ( s ) 


−sin ( s ) cos( s )
φ

Fig.4 Block Diagram of AM-MKF.

iLb = Li (i) sin ( i (i) s +  )



k (i) = Li (i) sin ( (i ) s +  0 ) 




"
kb (i) = Li (i) cos ( (i ) s +  0 ) 


 (32)
k b '(i + 1) = kb '(i ) cos ( (i) s ) + kb "(i ) sin ( (i) s ) 


kb "(i + 1) = − kb '(i ) sin ( (i) s ) + kb "(i ) cos ( (i) s ) 


 cos ( (i) s ) sin ( (i) s ) 

giLb = 


−
sin

(i)

cos

(i)

(
)
(
)
s
s 



hiLb = [1, 0]

'
b

iLc = Li (i) sin ( i (i) s +  )



k (i) = Li (i) sin ( (i) s +  0 ) 




"
kc (i) = Li (i) cos ( (i ) s +  0 ) 


 (33)

k c '(i + 1) = kc '(i ) cos ( (i) s ) + kc "(i ) sin ( (i) s )  

kc "(i + 1) = − kc '(i ) sin ( (i) s ) + kc "(i ) cos ( (i) s ) 


 cos ( (i) s ) sin ( (i) s ) 

giLc = 


−
sin

(i)

cos

(i)

(
(
s)
s )



hiLc = [1, 0]

'
c
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1) Comparative Analysis of AMKF Algorithm
The comparative performance analysis of AM-MKF based
control technique, with state of art techniques, such as SOGI
[26], ANF [9] and KF [10] are illustrated in Fig. 5. The
unbalanced load condition is considered, for comparative
performance analysis, where phase-a load disconnection for
0.2s to 0.4s is taken. The waveforms of ξp, obtained by all
techniques, are shown in Fig. 5. The waveform of ANF shows
that during every dynamic change, huge oscillations are present
in ξp. In the waveform of SOGI, the oscillations are very less,
but the duration of reaching the steady-state condition is very
large. In KF condition, overshoots are present in the obtained
waveform. However, the obtained waveform by AM-MKF
shows that oscillations are negligible, and overshoots are very
less, as well as it quickly reaches the steady-state condition. It
proves the objectives and shows the superiority over all state of
art techniques. Moreover, since the value of ξp represents,
information about the power requirement of the load, then the
exact information about the load helps in accurate power
conversion, which reduces the nonlinear current exchange with
the grid. Therefore, power quality and the sinusoidal nature of
the grid currents are properly maintained.

Fig.6 Photograph of the developed prototype.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

SOGI
ANF
KF
AM-MKF

Fig.5 Responses of different algorithms.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The developed L-HC MPPT and AM-MKF control techniques
are tested on a prototype, which is shown in Fig.6. For the
generation of P-V characteristic, a PV simulator is used, which
is forced to operate at MPP by using a boost converter. For
power conversion from AC-to-DC, a 2 level VSC is used,
which output is attached on CCP through interfacing inductors.
On CCP, the grid, as well as 3-phase load, is also attached. For
mitigation of switching ripples of VSC, a RC filter is used on
CCP. Hall-Effect current and voltage sensors are deployed for
gathering electrical signals such as voltage and current.
A. Operation under Normal Condition
The steady-state performance of phase-a, at solar irradiation
1000 W/m2, where a nonlinear load is attached on CCP, is
illustrated in Fig. 7.

(g)
(h)
(i)
Fig.7 Waveforms at steady-state for phase ‘a’, (a)-(c) voltage, current,
power and harmonic spectrum of grid current, (d)-(f) voltage, current, power
and harmonic spectrum of load current, and (g)-(i) voltage, current, power and
harmonic spectrum of VSC current.

Figs. 7(a)-(c) depict that the waveforms of va and iga show that
the power is fed into the grid. During power feeding into the
grid, the THD of iga is 2.4%, which is quite good. In Figs. 7(d)(e), the waveform of iLa depicts that on CCP, nonlinear load is
attached. The THD of iLa is 27.7%, as illustrated in Fig. 7(f).
The harmonic currents of the load are provided by VSC, which
are shown in Figs. 7(g)-(i). The waveform of iVSCa is semisinusoidal, which shows that VSC generates harmonic currents
according to the requirement of the load. The THD of iVSCa is
11%, which is shown in Fig. 7(i).
B. Operation under Load Unbalanced Condition
During testing at load unbalancing, the outage of phase-a load
is considered, and obtained results are shown in Fig.8. In this
operation, the obtained waveforms of phase-a and phase-b, are
illustrated in Figs. 8(a)-(b). The internal signals of AM-MKF
based control technique are illustrated in Fig.8(c). Fig. 8(a)
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depicts that due to an outage of phase-a load, the iLa=0.
Therefore, the requirement of harmonic currents is reduced,
which improves the waveform of iVSCa.

(a)

C. Operation under Solar Irradiation Variation Condition
During testing at irradiance variation, the sudden irradiance
fall, and rise, are considered. In irradiance fall condition, it is
changed from 1000W/m2 to 800W/m2. Similarly, during the
irradiance rise condition, it is changed from 800W/m2 to
1000W/m2. Here, for maximum power extraction, L-HC
technique is used and its results are illustrated in Fig. 9. Fig.9
illustrates that during irradiance fall and rise, L-HC technique
is taken 0.28s and 0.30s, respectively, which shows very good
performance during the dynamic conditions. The waveforms
show zero oscillation in a steady-state condition. Therefore,
this technique illustrates the capability of oscillation related
solution of conventional state of the art techniques.

(b)

Fig.9 Waveforms during insolation fall.

(c)
Fig.8 Waveforms during load unbalance, (a)-(b) grid current, load current,
VSC current and DC link voltage of phase ‘a’ and ‘b’, (c) internal signals.

VDC is maintained constant because during the entire test, a
constant solar irradiation 1000W/m2 is considered. The
waveform of iga depicts that it is slightly increased because due
to the outage of phase-a load, the net requirement of load
power is reduced. Moreover, due to the disconnection of phasea load, the net nonlinearity of the load current is also decreased.
Therefore, the waveform of iLb is improved, which is illustrated
in Fig. 8(b). Fig.8(c) depicts that waveforms of βDC and IDpv are
maintained constant because the DC link voltage is balanced
and no changes in the solar irradiation are considered. The ξP is
reduced because the requirement of load power is reduced. On
–ve axis, the Φp is also decreased, which indicates the
increment of power flow towards the grid.

Fig.10 Waveforms during the over-voltage condition.

D. Operation during Grid Voltage Fluctuations Condition
Testing at grid voltage fluctuations on CCP, the overvoltage
and under-voltage situations are considered. During an overvoltage, the voltage rise of 10% on CCP, is considered.
Similarly, during the under-voltage, a voltage fall of 10% on
CCP, is considered. In both conditions, the objective of the
AM-MKF based control algorithm is to feed a sinusoidal
current into the grid. Obtained results of phase-a, for overvoltage and under-voltage conditions, are shown in Figs.10-11,
respectively. Moreover, for both conditions, the harmonic
spectrum of iga is shown in Fig.12.
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control technique is capable to feed balanced currents in highly
unbalanced grid voltages conditions.

Fig.11 Waveforms during under-voltage condition.

Fig.13 Waveforms of three-phase voltage and current during phase imbalance.

(a)
(b)
Fig.12 Harmonic spectrum of iga, at (a) over-voltage and (b) under-voltage.

Fig. 10 reveals that due to overvoltage at CCP, the requirement
of load power is increased. Therefore, iLa is increased.
However, PPV is constant, so the power is fed into the grid is
decreased. Therefore, iga is decreased. Since, in this control,
adaptive DC link voltage control is used. Therefore, DC link
voltage is increased during an overvoltage. Similarly, Fig. 11
reveals that due to under-voltage at CCP, the requirement of
load power is decreased. Therefore, iLa is decreased. However,
the PPV is constant, so the amount of power is fed into the grid
is increased. Therefore, iga is increased. Since, in this control,
adaptive DC link voltage control is used. Therefore, DC link
voltage is decreased during under-voltage condition. Fig. 12
depicts that during, overvoltage, the THD of iga is 2.2%, and
during under-voltage, the THD of iga is 1.7%. It indicates that
in both situations, the AM-MKF based control technique is
capable of feeding power with the pure sinusoidal current.
E. Operation during Grid Voltage Imbalance Condition
For the testing at unbalanced grid voltages on CCP, the three
different voltages in three phases of the system are considered,
and obtained waveforms are given in Figs.13-14.
In Fig.13, the waveforms of all three-phase grid voltages and
grid currents are given. Moreover, in Fig.14, the vector
diagram of all 3-phase voltages and currents are illustrated.
Figs.13-14 depict that the voltages of three phases are 137.93V,
218.72V and 156.28V, which have 32.05% unbalance.
However, in this situation, the obtained grid currents are
6.895A, 6.896A and 6.891A, which have only 0.01%
unbalance. This performance proves that AM-MKF based

Fig.14 Vectors of three-phase voltage and current during phase imbalance.

F. Operation during Distorted Grid Voltage Condition
For the testing at distorted grid voltage condition on CCP, huge
harmonic components in grid voltages are considered. In this
situation, the objective of AM-MKF based control technique is
to feed a sinusoidal current into the grid. The performances of
AM-MKF based control technique, for phase-a, are illustrated
in Fig.15. Moreover, the harmonic analyses of obtained output
waveforms are given in Fig.16.
Fig.15 and Fig.16 depict that THDs of va and iLa are 6.4% and
27.7%. In this high harmonic distortion condition, the power is
successfully fed into the grid. Therefore, the waveforms of va
and iga are out of phase, which is illustrated in Fig.15 and Fig.
16(a). The waveforms of iLa and iVSCa are also given in Fig.15,
which depict that constant power is generated from SECS and a
balanced power is fed to the load. Moreover, the waveform of
iga is sinusoidal, which confirms the UPF operation. Fig. 16(b)
depicts that the THD of iga is only 3.1%, which illustrates an
efficient control ability in every adverse situation.
G. Operation during Day-to-Night Mode
During day-to-night or DSTATCOM mode of operation, two
situations are considered. First, solar power is available, which
is indicated as ‘Day’. There, the PV panel generates power.
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Second, solar power is not available, which is indicated as
‘Night’. There, VSC generates reactive power. The combined
performances of both situations are shown in Figs. 17-20.

grid. The complete performances illustrate that in both the
cases that the AM-MKF algorithm is capable to handle UPF
operation and DSTATCOM operation.

Fig.15 Waveforms under distorted grid voltage condition.

Fig.17 Waveforms of VPV, IPV, iga and va, during the day-to-night mode.

(a)

(b)

Fig.18 Waveforms of PPV, IVSCa, VDC and iLa, during the day-to-night mode.

V. CONCLUSION

(c)
(d)
Fig.16 Waveforms of, (a)-(c) phase ‘a’ grid power and its harmonic spectra,
and (d) phase ‘a’ load power, during distorted grid voltage condition.

Fig.17 and Fig.19 illustrate that during the daytime, the
waveforms of iga and va are out of phase, which means power is
fed into the grid. While in the nighttime, the waveform of iga
and va are in the same phase, which means power is taken from
the grid. The waveforms of VPV and IPV depict that in the
daytime the power is produced, and in the nighttime, it is zero.
Fig.18 and Fig.20 illustrate that in day and night, both times, a
constant power is fed to the load. Moreover, constant VDC is
maintained during the entire operation. In the day time, VDCref is
calculated using an adaptive concept (2), and in the night time,
according to CCP voltage, a fixed value is given.
The waveform of IVSCa illustrates that in a daytime, VSC
current is according to the available PPV. However, in the
nighttime, it is provided with reactive power support to the

A novel adaptive control technique namely, AM-MKF
(Adaptive Maximise-M Kalman Filter) and a novel MPPT
technique namely, L-HC (Learning-based Hill Climbing) have
been developed for solar PV grid integrated system. The L-HC
MPPT algorithm is a modified version of HC (Hill Climbing)
algorithm, where issues like, oscillation in steady-state
condition and, slow response during dynamic change condition
are mitigated. The AM-MKF is an advanced version of KF
(Kalman Filter), where for optimal estimation of accuracy of
KF, an AM-M (Adaptive Maximize-M) concept is integrated.
For testing, the three-phase system configuration based on 2stage topology, where the deployed load on a common
connection point (CCP) has been considered. The capability of
developed control strategies has been proven through testing on
the prototype. During experimentation, different adverse grid
conditions, unbalanced load situation and variable solar
insolation have been considered. In these situations, the
satisfactory performances of the system have been proved the
motive of the developed control strategy.
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Fig.19 Waveforms of VPV, IPV, iga and va, during the night-to-day mode.

Fig.20 Waveforms of PPV, IVSCa, VDC and iLa, during night-to-day mode.
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